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Prez Ballin' the night away
BY COURTNEY TODD
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

This past Friday marked the
eighth annual Presidential Ball,
hosted at the Bellarmine Mansion
and attended by students of all
grades.
This year the theme was nautical and, despite it being the second year in a row that it has rained
on the event, students made the
hike up the hill to the president's
mansion for a night of dancing,
food and fun.
"DJ International" played a
mix of current rap and hip-hop
songs, pop songs and even some
older hits from the early 2000's that
left students dancing and enjoying
themselves into the late hours of
the night.
"The music was great and I felt
a real sense of the Fairfield community," said Mickey Stein '16.
In addition, various hors
d'oeuvres and refreshments were
served such as mozzarella sticks,
cupcakes and non-alcoholic daiquiris.
According to FUSA President
Rob Vogel '13, with roughly 2,100
to 2,200 students in attendance,
the turnout was better than ex-

Contributed Photo

Students enjoyed a night of dancing, food, and fun at the Prez Ball at Bellarmine Mansion.
pected.
Each student was offered the
customary option of getting their
photo taken with Fr. Jeffrey Von
Arx SJ. before they entered the
crowded tent.

Those who worked to plan the
event were pleased with the end
result.
'After starting the planning for
the event over the summer it was
nice to see everything come to-

gether and see everyone have such
a good time," said Lindsey Hanley
'15, director of special events for
FUSA.
Those who attended the "Prez
Ball" were primarily freshmen

and sophomores, but juniors and
seniors also attended the ball as
well. Some students voiced their
opinions and enthusiasm about
their experience of the event.
"Prez ball was amazing. Totally underrated! Perfect mix of classy
and getting nasty. The DJ was on
point and it was one of the best
experiences I've had at Fairfield so
far," said Victoria Heinsohn '16.
"I was a little wary of going as
a junior but I'm glad I decided to. I
ended up seeing a lot more people
that I know than I thought I would,"
said Kristin Dangler '14.
Not everything during the
night went according to plan, however. At 11 p.m. the music had to
be turned down because of noise
complaints in the area and eight
students were transported to the
hospital due to intoxication.
Although these setbacks added a bit of a negative spin to the
night, those who planned the event
and those who attended seemed to
enjoy themselves nonetheless.
"Overall the night went
smoothly and was a huge success,"
said Hanley. "The entire night definitely set a positive tone for the
rest of the FUSA events throughout
the year."

Pundits debate amidst suspense of upcoming election
"Then there's the undecided," said Perino. "There's only
about 1 to 3 percent of them and
you know what, they don't all live
in battleground states. You're
talking about probably 400,000
people in the country who selfdescribe themselves as detached
from the election who will be the
deciding factors."
Although Perino then discussed the challenges of talking
i, tothp.AmorJi>*»-~—'- «■ -* "'
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Dana Perino (left) and Donna Brazile (right) answer panel questions.
BY NICOLETTA RICHARDSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Many Fairfield students
might not know which presidential candidate they should vote
vox C.n Nov- 6- or iftnev wiM vote
at all. But the uCl?2te between
Dana Perino and Donna Brazile
Monday night at the Quick Center showed students that their
votes count.
Political speakers Donna
Bia/ile and Dana Peilnu had

#

a chance to speak freely about
the upcoming elections. Perino
spoke first, and although she
may be on the Republican side,
she talked about the current polls
from both parties.
Perino discussed the recent Public Policy polling, which
^owed there is a higher percentage of identified a,"^ Cerent registered Independents than there
are for Democrats and Republicans. Perino asked the audience,

"What dues tills mean?"

@ Mirror Fair field

"While we know where both
candidates stand today in terms
of polls, things could change,"
said Brazile. "Mitt Romney could
have that magical moment. He
could, after all, be able to put
President Obama on the defensive."
Brazile continued to discuss
that the debates could dramatically change the election. She
talked about past presidential

candidate Al Gore, and how he
was
ahead by two points. But at
parties are facing, she directed
the attention back to what Wash- one event close to the elections,
ington should be doing for the people did not like the way Gore
presented his body language,
people.
Brazile praised Perino for showing that anything can sway
her speech by saying, "Now ya'll the election.
"It's ultimately going to come
see why Dana has her own show,
down to the 2 to 4 percent of the
and I'm still auditioning."
Senior Cate Martel picked up ' Arherican people who are 'still
on the relationship between the undecided' and those so-called
speakers. "While the speakers battleground states," said Bradidn't agree about all issues, it zile. "Now I think what they're
was obvious that they had worked looking for on Wednesday night
with each other in the past," said is that they're looking for civility.
Martel. "They really play off each They're tired of the finger pointing, they're tired of the screamother so the energy was good."
After opening with a few ing. They want to hear real solumore humorous lines, Brazile tions."
She continued to say that
started discussing the topic of the
upcoming debate. She agreed the political parties needed to
Wr«£ petrino in saying that the put aside their differences and
debate for the preside^!!] candi- begin bipartisan leadership. Brazile Dcii°ves tnat tne joint efforts
dates could be "a game changer."
uf pulilitdl pailies wflTuiuvfc UlC

economy "in the right direction."
After the talks were finished,
Philip Eliasoph, founder of the
Open VISIONS Forum, turned the
attention to the student panelists
who were going to ask questions

'\vhile the speakers didn't agree
about all issues, it
"was obvious that
they had worked
with each other
in the past. They
really play off each
other so the energy
was good."
-Cate Martel '14
about Domestic national issues,
international questions and extra
questions.
Student panelist Matt Morrissey '13, chairman of the College Republicans, used his free
question to bring up the issue of
a political interest amongst students.
"I try to grab people based
on their passion," said Brazile.
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Sharing beers, a common practice at college parties, can lead to sicknesses such as mononucleosis, which is transferred through the exchange of saliva.

Mononucleosis spreads on college campuses
BY DANIELLE MANZELLA
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Stress. Fatigue. Exposure.
These are just three of several factors leading to a variety of
health issues appearing on college campuses.
But with the season changing and midterms approaching, is
getting sick inevitable?
"Presently, we are seeing upper respiratory viral infections
and quite a few throat infections,"
says Director of Student Health
Center Julia Duffy. "We also see
mononucleosis [mono] on a regular basis."
Because college campuses
are prone to breeding bacteria
and viruses, it is important for
students to recognize and recover
from some of the most common
ailments. These ailments include:
• Upper Respiratory Infection:
also referred to as the "common cold." This virus usually
includes congestion, runny

nose, coughing, sneezing,
body aches and sore throat.
• Mononucleosis [Mono]: an
infection caused by the Epstein-Barr virus. Symptoms
include a severe sore throat,
depression, extreme fatigue,
loss of appetite and fever.
• Strep Infection: an infection
caused by the bacteria group
A streptococcus. Symptoms
resemble those of mono, but
are often less severe and respond to antibiotics almost
immediately.
• Conjunctivitis:
commonly
referred to as "pink eye." This
viral or bacterial infection is
characterized by eye irritation, inflammation, redness
and watering. It usually resolves without treatment or if
necessary, with eye drops.
While most common college sicknesses quickly respond
to medication or just need time
to run their course, "Mono has
a propensity to affect college age
students," says Duffy. "It is spread

through saliva. Therefore, kissing,
sharing glasses or sharing cigarettes will foster transmission."
This
infection
damages
the white blood cells, producing weakness and other painful
symptoms as a result.
But why should students
worry about it more than the average person?
While about 50 percent of
people contract this infection by
the age of five, it manages to affect one of every 200 college students each year, according to ABC
News. The spread seen on campuses may be caused by the mono
never fully leaving the immune
system, students living together
in closed quarters or a behavior
as simple as sharing a cup at a
party.
"Mono is difficult to prevent
since most college students are
exposed to the Epstein Barr virus
(EBV) in multiple ways during
an average day," says Professor
of Nursing Sheila Grossman. "It
would be best to follow common

sense and avoid using drinking
glasses and other'personal items
of others."
And though most people recover in two to three weeks time,
mono can become dangerous if
left untreated.
A student diagnosed with
mono should, according to WebMD:
• Rest: the main treatment for
mono, sleep and relaxation
are necessary in recovery.
After contracting the illness,
it is common for a student to
miss work and classes.
• Avoid Sports: sports and other physical activity can easily cause a ruptured spleen,
which usually requires emergency surgery to repair.
• Take Tylenol or Ibuprofen:
these drugs will reduce the
fever and relieve some of the
irritating, painful symptoms
the illness produces.
• Try eating as much as possible: though mono often takes
away the appetite, five small

meals ^day will*are suggest'" ed for giving a patient the energy needed for recovery.
"Having several friends who
have had [mono] during their
time in college, I think it is safe to
assume it's a common issue," says
nursing student Jenna Goldbach
'13. "It's an irritating illness, but
frequently washing your hands
and avoiding other sources of
germs can prevent the spread to
some extent."
So the next time you are at a
party or out to dinner with friends,
avoid sharing that drink to reduce
the possibility of contracting this
painful, inconvenient infection.

Students who are
experiencing any of
these symptoms are
encouraged to report
to the Student Health
Center.

Politicalpower offered to undecided students
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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"I think it's important to focus
on what young people are excited about, what they're passionate about. Not to assume that
they walk into the room and that
they're going to wear blue or red
or purple or green, but nna oui
what they want. And then seek
their help."
In addition to Brazile's response, "I think that in some
ways these forums," said Perino.
"Hopefully if someone came to
this forum tonight, and saw both
of us tonight, Republican and
Democrat, who get along great,
who've worked together in the
past. They'll think, well, maybe
that isn't totally outside of what
I could do and how I could par-

ticipate in my community."
Perino is currently a political commentator and regular cohost on the Fox News talk show,
"The Five." She has also served
as Deputy Press Secretary from
2005 until 2007, when she was
promoted to the White House
Dracc
"?o/~rptarv until the end of

voiced their opinions about
what they thought of each of the
political speakers.
"I think Dana Perino was
very intelligent and came off very
tempered, which I believe was a
result of her time as Press Secretary for President Bush," said
Jordan Freeman'13. "I truly en-

the Bush Administration in January 2009.
Brazile is the Vice Chair
of the Democratic National
Committee.
In 2000, Brazile
was campaign manager for Al
Gore, making her the first African American to direct a major
presidential campaign. She also
serves as an Adjunct Professor
of women and gender studies at
Georgetown University.
After the event, students

joyed Donna Brazile's down-toearth style, with a country flavor
and life experiences that urged
me to continue to stay involved
in politics and community happenings."
"Ms. Perino told many anecdotes that would pull on your
heart strings, and Ms. Brazile really used the power of humor,"
said Maxfield. "They both had
me sitting on the edge of my
seat."
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Career Fair helps students network
BY MICHAELA CROSSEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Drunk Drivers Do it in the
Emergency Room," is a slogan that
Marty Bear used in the 1990s to
popularize his new company Alcohol Awareness Promotions.
Now, Bear is the president of
Professional Marketing Services
Inc. (PMSI), which is one of the
largest sellers of workplace, meeting and collegiate promotional
items.
Bear was among representatives from 86 other companies that
came to Fairfield University's RecPlex on Thursday^S^pL^.for the
fall Career Fair. The event, which
was sponsored by the Career Planning Center, featured a diverse
group of potential employers that
ranged from companies such as
Ability Beyond Disability to Connecticut Business Systems.
Dressed in the recommended
business attire and armed with
resumes, students met with representatives who were stationed
at tables around the gym. Some
students enjoyed the chance to
grab some of the free promotional
items that ranged from pens and
candy to monogrammed t-shirts
and water bottles, while others
wanted to connect with representatives to find career opportunities.
"Primarily, I wanted to go
to for the experience of meet-

ing people and networking," said
Krista Charles '14. "I found that
it was very informative and in addition to different internship and
job opportunities, there were a lot
of grad schools, so it was good to
see the variety of options."
Fairfield students were even
specifically sought after by some
organizations.
"We hired our best students
from Fairfield last year," said Dina
Siljkovic, the recruiting specialist

'^We hired our best
students from Fairfield last year.
-Dina Siljkovic,
Frontier
from Frontier Communications.
Frontier, a television and phone
company, offers a summer internship with opportunities available
for students to personally engage
with other members in the business.
"We do a lunch and learn with
our interns, a community service
day and then finally at the end we
do a presentation to our senior
leaders so they basically present
to the people who are right under
the CEO," said Siljkovic. "They get
recognized and their ideas do get
taken into consideration right af-

terwards."
Other companies were interested in providing, "the Career
Fair alternative" to students. Representatives from Pinnacle Business Network, a marketing firm
that advises small businesses and
equips them with social media
tools, offered students a chance
to make up to 500 dollars a month
by working part-time from their
dorm room at school and then
continuing after graduation.
"What's going on with most
college students is that they are
graduating and about 50 percent
of them across the nation aren't
getting jobs or they're getting a
job that is much lower than what
their degree would demand," said
President Paul Finck. "What we
offer is an opportunity for them to
actually begin to make some extra
money part-time while they're trying to figure out what else they're
going to do and figure out what
else they could do."
Many students, however,
were dismayed by the companies
that were present at the Career
Fair and said that it seemed like a
large amount of them seemed directed towards individuals in the
business school.
"If you're not accounting or
finance it could be pretty difficult,"
said Brendan Spearing '14, a student who attended the Career Fair
in the hopes of securing an internship. "I mean it's been a little bit

Martin O'Sullivan/Thc Mirror

Senior Tony Ponte talks to one of the many representative at the Fair.
easier for me because I'm an accounting major but I can understand why it wouldn't be for some
people."
Still, members of Career Planning defended the options that
were available to students.
"Even in a company where
their business is financing, they
might not just be hiring for fi-

nance," said Sue Quinlivan, the
associate director of the Career
Planning office. "There's two reasons why I want students to come.
One is so that people find jobs or
internships. But the second is that
it's a good time to explore and see
what are the other options. It may
or may not be what you want, but
it will start a dialogue."

This Week's Edition:
The Presidential Debates
BY CONNOR KELLEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Anyone tuned into the presidential race may have noticed the
Republican and Democratic campaign events from last weekend on
a temporary hiatus due to the candidates prepping for the upcoming presidential debates.

Although the presidential
debates seems to serve as a last
chance to appeal to undecided
voters, a handful of recent reports
by The Daily Beast and Gallup
have suggested that the presidential debates aren't as important as
they appear to be.
Both reports argue that very
rarely in the past 40 years have
the debates produced a
major change in polling or actual votes.
The studiesjjpfipd'
that a major^feson
is because often a
large majority of the
viewing audience
has already made
up their mind on
which candidate they
are voting for.
For
Fairfield
students who haven't
been able to keep with
the presidential race, the
debates serve as an important tool in deciding whom they
will be voting for come the November election.
"The presidential race is
so long. Everything these candidates are going to say in the
debates has already been reiterated hundreds of times," said Sam
TooleyT5. "[The debates] will be
good for me though because I
really haven't been paying

close attention."
Recently in the polls, Mitt
Romney has been losing ground in
nearly every battleground state, as
well as the popular vote. It's looking more and more apparent that
Romney needs these debates in
order to have a shot at winning in
November.
Justin Wimer ' 14 says,
"Romney's constant attacking of President
Obama
clearly
hasn't been working the way he
had hoped. What
he needs to do is
dish out the specifics on his agenda so
voters have an idea of
what his policies will
look like if he's elected.
No one wants to elect a
man who says he'll lower
the national debt and then
doesn't give the details of his
plan for doing so."
The
American public
hasn't been won over by President
Obama either, which was indicat
ed by his economic approval numbers only just recently reaching
50 percent in last week's
Gallup poll. This makes
his performance on
Domestic Policy is
sues critical as he is
walking a very thin

line in regards to public support.
Both candidates could use the
three presidential debates to their
advantage. Romney could possibly
gain back the ground he's lost in
September while Obama can widen his very slim lead in many key
states going into
November.

On-Campus
Events
Wednesday, October 3
Presidential Debate on
Domestic Policy "Viewing
Party at 9 p.m. in Barone
Campus Center, Lower Lobby.
Tuesday, October 16
Presidential Debate on Foreign
and Domestic Policy "Viewing
Party at 9 p.m. in Barone
Campus Center, Lower Lobby.
Tuesday, November 6
ELECTION DAY
Election Day Coverage in
Barone Campus Center,
Lower Lobby.
Thursday, November 8
2012 Election Review at
1:30 p.m. at the downtown
Bookstore
featuring Dr. Donald W.
Greenberg, professor of
politics.
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Campus Crime Beat
is still under investigation.

Tuesday, 9/25

6:19 a.m. -A Red Dot taxi turned in a wallet found in Saturday, 9/29
a cab to DPS. The owner of the wallet was referred to
student conduct for possession of a fake ID.
12:39 a.m. - The report of a domestic dispute led DPS
to ask a non-student to leave campus.
Thursday, 9/27
2:04 a.m. - Two non-students in red collared shirts
10:06 a.m. - Wallet found in the Stag contained traces were confronted by DPS after an anonymous report
of marijuana. The owner of the wallet was referred to accused them of pretending to be RAs. The suspects
student conduct.
and their student host were cooperative and were
given a warning.
7:44 p.m. -A townhouse resident ignited grease in a
pan while cooking. The fire was put out with an extin- 4:10 p.m. - DPS responded to the Jogues Hall lot where
a softball smashed the back windshield of a student's
guisher before DPS arrived.
car.
Friday, 9/28
Sunday, 9/30
1:28 a.m. - Suspected students were identified in an
assault case that occurred in the area of the Town- 3:20 a.m.-A male student required medical attention
after being beaten in the area of the Village. The incihouses.
dent is still under investigation.
6:02 p.m. -A non-student was issued a criminal trespass warning after his involvement in a harassment 2:57 p.m. - An iPhone valued at $600 was reported
stolen from a jacket hung on the back of a chair at the
case with a student.
Presidential Ball.
Seven students and one non-student were hospitalized for intoxication at the 8th annual President's Monday, 10/1
Ball.
3:42 p.m. - A Quad resident reported to the DPS of10:58 p.m. -A student with a cut lip in the Quad re- fice that he had broken three exit signs in a residence
ported to DPS that they had been assaulted. The case hall.

If you information about any of these incidents, please contact the Department of Public Safety.

Was there a Mrs. Christ?
BY KATE GAUDET
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When describing a disciple
living in Jesus' time, many words
may come to mind.
But until now, 'female' was
not one of them. Last week, historians investigated an ancient piece
of papyrus declaring that Jesus had
a wife. The eight-lined object parallels the writing of Jesus and includes the statement, "She will be
able to be my disciple."
When Karen King presented
the artifact at the International
Congress of Coptic Studies in
Rome in late September, there was
much controversy since the Roman
Catholic Church rejects the idea of
Jesus having a wife, as it contradicts much of Christian teaching.
This investigation dates back
to 2010, when King received an
anonymous email asking her to
translate this artifact. The owner
later brought the papyrus to King
in 2011. Extremely small with faded black ink, this piece can only be
seen through a magnifying glass.
King then decided to show
this artifact to professional papyrologists AnneMarie Luijendijk
and Roger Bagnall. After much
investigation, the pair was almost
positive that this piece is original,
meaningful and valuable. The only
possible forgery would have to be
from an expert in Coptic handwriting and grammar.
Yet, the origin of this artifact
is still unknown.
King advises the public to not
take this artifact as proof that Jesus
was married. There is no reliable
confirmation that this evidence is

accurate, according to King.
"The discovery is exciting because it is the first known statement from antiquity that refers to
Jesus speaking of a wife," Dr. King
said. "It provides further evidence
that there was an active discussion among early Christians about
whether Jesus was celibate or married, and which path his followers
should choose."
Plans are now being made for
the ink to be tested by spectroscopy, the study of the interaction between matter and radiated energy.
This will allow the age of this artifact to be known. Some scholars
question the artifact's authenticity,
grammar, translation and interpretation.
According to "CBS News,"
the papal spokesman who speaks
on behalf of the Vatican said, "Let
the scholars say what they want,
the Church stands by its doctrine,
which goes back to the earliest
Christians."
"CBS News" reporter Allen
Pizzey added, "In other words,
they still believe Jesus was a bachelor."
So was Jesus married? Did a
female disciple really exist?
"This fragment suggests that
some early Christians had a tradition that Jesus was married," said
Dr. King. "There was, we already
know, a controversy in the second
century over whether Jesus was
married, caught up with a debate
about whether Christians should
marry and have sex."
Freshman Jackie Hernandez
said, "I don't believe it! Why has
this evidence not been found until
now?"
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Mirror Picks
of the Week!
Wednesday, Oct 3
Come to the Quick Wien
Theatre to see David
Mamet's Pulitzer Prizewinning 1984 play,
"Glengarry Glen Ross."
The production will go
from 8 p.m. until 10 p.m.
Thursday, Oct 4
Attend the Ernst & Young
Meet and Greet in the
Kelley Center Presentation
Room at 5 p.m. to learn
more about a Big 4
Accounting Firm.
Friday, Oct 5
Head over to the town
Bookstore to enjoy some
cafe music by singer and
songwriter Bruce 3. Grab
a cup of coffee, and listen
to the acoustic guitarist
starting at 7 p.m.
Sunday, Oct 7
Support your fellow Stags
at the Fairfield Women's
Soccer game against
Canisius. The game is at
Lessing Field at 12 p.m.

Didyou knowf
Gum disease is now tied to pancreatic cancer
A new study was released on Monday linking gum disease to pancreatic cancer. Poor gum health may give
rise to chronic inflammation and promotion of the growth of cancer cells occurs.

Video released shows U.S. journalist held in Syria
An American freelance journalist who went missing more than seven weeks ago has been seen in a video
clip released by Syria, with the captors wearing clothing similar to those militants in Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Sugar-based rechargeable battery made in Japan
By using the sucrose found in common sugar, Japanese scientists have found a way to make rechargeable
batteries more effective while spending less money.

North Korean minister threatens nuclear war
Due to the continued U.S. hostile policy towards the DPRK, North Korean minister threatens a nuclear war
against United States.

Killer whale at SeaWorld injured
An 11 -year-old killer whale named Nakai was injured during a show when he came into contact with a portion of the pool with three other whales in the same area. The animal rights group, PETA, has filed a complaint,
wanting the whales separated.

CORRECTIONS BOX
In last week's profile of DPS Officer Briana Jara, Ali Famigletri was
cited as a freshman. She is a junior.

See an error? email info@fairfieldmirror.com
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Editor: Elizabeth Koubek opinion(2)fairfieldmirror.com

EDITORIAL
Martin O'Sullivan | Editor-in-Chief
Loan Le | Executive Editor
Laura O'Reilly | Managing Editor

11 months too short
October is Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender History Month.
One month out of the year is dedicated to
the celebration and teaching of gay and lesbian
history.
One month to focus on a community that is
barely discussed in history books or in classrooms.
IgL
One month to put aside differences in beliefs, to stop your friend from uttering that homophobic slur, to attach a rainbow ribbon to
your backpack.
But why localize the efforts of squelching
homophobia to asingle month?
While we recognize the need for a month to
celebrate the history of a community that has
greatly impacted our country, the energy and
trie beliefs of this movement should continue
beyond 31 days.
In a political season where gay marriage,
Don't Ask Don't Tell, and anti-bullying issues
are almost on the ballot as much as the candidates are, there is no escaping how important the rights of gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender Americans are. We must keep this
month's spirit alive.
Fairfield University sponsors a multitude
of eye-opening events throughout the month,
ranging from speakers to a film series, and it's
important for students to attend. We highly
suggest you go to every last one of these educational events.
However, it's not enough to just absorb all of
this information. We must take what we learn
from this month and apply it to our lives.
So stop your friend before they can say that
something is "so gay." Be open to hearing what
others think and oelieve. Make Fairfield University a welcoming environment for students
who may be want to come out the other 11
months of the year.
And to the students of the LGBTQ community - we are behind you 100 percent, and we
think that every day out of the 365 belongs to
you.

Thumbs-Up / Thumbs-Down
• Seth MacFarlane is
going to host the Oscars.
• We have a 3 day weekend thanks to Columbus.
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Have an opinion about Linda McMahon?Let us know!
Havean opinion about somethingelse ? Send usyour thoughts to opinion@fairfleldmirror.com

Linda, why won't you quit?
BY LEIGH TAUSS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The insatiable Linda McMahon is at it again. Following
her 50 million dollar splurge on
her failed 2010 campaign for the
Senate, the beast that can't be
beat has reared her bleach blond
head once more, carpeting our
billboards, suffocating our commercial breaks and stuffing our
mailboxes with her insidious propaganda.
This isn't the Gilded Age. The
fact that tycoons like Romney and
McMahon have any credibility in
the eyes of the American public is
a travesty.
These are people whose chief
concerns lie in the financial wellbeing of corporations rather than
the quality of life enjoyed by anyone who doesn't happen to be a
CEO.
McMahon clawed her way to
the top by exposing staged violence to children on television
through the wildly successful
WWE.
If we are to believe that she
is' qualified for office' based on
her experience running the com-

pany, than we should expect her
policy to treat citizens similarly
to her own employees. Through
what is seemingly a loophole, the
WWE classifies its wrestlers as
"independent contractors" and
thus avoids paying for benefits
like Social Security or Medicare
for its employees. The profits of
such thrift undoubtedly slip right
back into the pockets of McMahon and her buddies in upper
management.
Is this really someone we
want representing our state? A
media mogul with questionable
morality regarding not only what
constitutes family-friendly programming, but also employee
benefits?
I'm not trying to condemn
wrestling by any means, but instead, I'm drawing out the inevitable connection between her
business dealings that supposedly qualify her to represent this
state and her political views.
Her Democratic competitor in the general election is the
laudable Chris Murphy.
A rundown of his public
policies include: equating LGTB
rights with human rights, sup-

porting environmental protection, opposing off-shore drilling,
and promoting a public option
health care plan which would
compete with private insurance
companies and not only bring
down costs and increase competition, but also make health
care more financially-feasible for
struggling citizens.
Although his mansion may
pale in comparison to McMahon's decadent Greenwich estate,
his policies are concerned with
ethics: regulating power on the
congressional level by attempting
to detangle self-interest from the
mix on the part of legislators and
also emphasizing the need for refining and protecting welfare systems from corporate greed.
Murphy cares about people.
McMahon cares about money and that is what her campaign
has been all about. She has already spent more than 15 million
dollars propping herself up as
the spine we need to save us, and
while she certainly has a spine, a
heart is questionable.
McMahon thinks she can buy
this election.
Let's prove her wrong again.

• Christmas is still 82
days away.
• The referee's strike is
over and they are back at
the NFL.
• "Taken 2" comes out in
theaters Friday night.
• 2 Stags from Men's Soccer (Ayris '15, O'Keeffe
'13) earned player of
the week honors in the
MAAC.
.
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• Our editor-in-chief
shaved his mustache.
• Half of the Great Barrier Reef was lost in the
past three decades.
• Teachers have scheduled exams/papers for
this Friday before our
long weekend.
• There are still quiet
hours enforced when
you live off-campus.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE:
"They're tired of the finger pointing, they're
tired of the screaming. They want to hear real
solutions."
- Donna Brazile
"Pundits debate amidst suspense of
upcoming election" page 1
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers: Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by email
to info@1airfiddminrjroorn or Box AA. All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or online. Tlie
Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks and should contain correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words.
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The greatest depression of all time
BY KAITLIN

M CEWAN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It's scary to say, but it is very
evident that we are in fact part
of the Greatest Depression of all
time.
I didn't want to believe it as
I pulled up the "Fox News" article claiming this, but after reading everything that backs up this
idea, I am sold.
I am sold on the fact that
this time, unlike the Great Depression in 1929, it is going to
be extremely difficult to bounce
back and we are going to watch
our country fall to pieces day
by day if something isn't done
about this.
Wayne Allen Root, the author of the Fox News article
titled, Why we are on the brink
of the Greatest Depression of all
Time, is a successful small businessman and a patriot who loves
America. He likes to believe that
he is optimistic and sees the
glass "half full." However, not
this time.
Root states, "This time we
are in such deep trouble, the
only solution is a radical restructuring of the politicians,
the economy, and the way we
view personal responsibility
versus government handouts. If
those changes don't come then

we are facing a long decline and
the eventual end of America."
Root is right! This time we
are going to be facing a depression much worse than 1929. Why
is this? Root points out that,
"The Great Depression had
NONE of the structural,
economic, and social
problems, nor the massive obligations we are
now facing."
In 1929 most of the
states were not bankrupt, Social Security,
Medicare, and Medicaid
did not exist, food stamps
were unheard of, and there
was no way that this country
would aid illegal immigrants.
Today, there are millions of
illegal immigrants and they are
all sitting around and collecting
all of our hard-earned
money from U.S. tax
payers, "collecting billions of dollars."
It is sad to think
that with all of the
technology we have today, in 1929 we had an
education system that "was
the envy of the world." Today,
schools are terrible. So much
money is spent on education
and we are not even getting
good results. Students graduate with few skills. Now what are

Social media
and your
future

they supposed to do? Be out of
work and simply live off of the
government's money that really
does not exist?
Imagine the minute you are
born and you already owe the
government $360,000. This
is how bad our economy is!
In 1929 America was not
in this kind of debt. Root
says that today, America
is "$16 trillion in debt,
plus facing over $100 trillion in unfunded liabilities."
Government employees aren't worried
about this. They are
0 protected by unions
and the politicians
that they choose to
elect. They should
^ worry
though.
~*W
Root
states,
m
"Government
*m*mm
employees are
bankrupting
f 000\
America." There
0\Jr
are people in II^*^^A
linois that are retired government
employees
who
make well over $425,000 a
year. That is ridiculous.
We have no possible way of
paying any of these bills moving forward. We shouldn't have
to pay for illegal immigrants to

V^V

BY ANDREA BUTLER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Every parent, professor, teacher, counselor or older adult I've ever
come across has adamantly stressed
that I should be careful with what I
put on the internet. You should have
no pictures with a beer in hand, no
drunk tweets, no provocative dresses, no girls in provocative dresses
sitting on your lap, because all of
those make it seem like you'd be a
bad employee and no one will hire
you.
But let's be real here for a minute. Generally speaking, any individual who would be interviewing
you for a potential job has surely
been drunk, or favored revealing
clothing, or said something in a
state of intoxication that probably
was not the most desirable choice of
the words.
The difference is that these people did not have Facebook and Twitter and Instagram to capture their
college shenanigans, only some
printed pictures in a photo album or
shoe box or two. Just because there
wasn't instant documentation of
said shenanigans definitely doesn't
mean they didn't occur.
A part of me feels like our generation will be the last to have to seriously worry about what is revealed
through our internet personas.
Soon enough, we will be the ones
doing the hiring, and we'll understand more that it's awfully hard to
have any sort of mildly rambunc-
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tious social life (or any social life at
all, really) without having evidence
of it sprawled across various social
media venues. Even if you are meticulously careful about what you
put online, and spend every Sunday
morning deleting drunk tweets and
detagging yourself from tipsy pregame 'muploads,' you can't control
what your friends decide to leave
posted.
You should never put something online that you don't think accurately depicts who you really are,
in my opinion. Obviously a shot of
you committing any number of party fouls (passing out with your shoes
on, vomiting on the couch, knocking
over the pong table, spilling jungle
juice all over the host's shoes, etc.)
is something you don't want anyone
to see ever, because every good Fairfield student knows that if you're
going to rage, you have got to keep
it at least a litde classy. Your social
networking accounts should be an
extension of your true, non-digital,

mostly dignified, mostly sober self,
so that everyone, not just potential
employers, can see how fantastic
and multidimensional you actually are.
Technology has been progressively changing the face and
attitude of the working world for
quite some time now, and I think if
you've grown up with it, it's easier
to understand how that technology has become such an essential
part of our lives, and how it is a
representation of everything that
occurs in our lives.
It's not that we spend the bulk
of our time taking vodka shots and
dancing on tables. It's just that we
don't take as many pictures of our
hours slaving away at the library
and working incredibly hard to
live up to our intellectual and professional potentials. There's a lot
of boring aspects to life. What's
wrong with wanting to capture and
remember the fun parts?

go to school, for their incarceration or their healthcare, for the
healthcare of the obese people
of the world suffering from diabetes, soldiers returning from
war and claiming "disability,"
or the teenagers who do not use
their brains and get pregnant in
high school.
The economy is going very
far down hill and turning "more
hopeless by the hour." Root
makes an excellent point of saying that "the more government
gets involved, the worse it gets."
What a coincidence!
The solution to this problem is vi|sy>imple. The size and
powdiiilUP^rnment needs to
be cut, along with taxes, rules
and regulations, Social Security,
Medicare and Medicaid need to
be reformed, end stimulus, encourage oil exploration in the
U.S. where in fact, there is oil,
instead of going out to the Middle East and drilling there and
not using our own resources,
and so on.
There are many things that
could be done and that SHOULD
be done to fix this problem. If
not, and we continue to go down
this path of destruction, America may never recover from the
what I and many other people
consider to be the Greatest Depression of all time.

Prez ball too nauti(cal)
BY MOLLY LEIDIG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Upon hearing the name of
this event, most people imagine
gentlemen in tuxedos with comb
overs, ladies in ball gowns with
long white gloves, music consisting of violins, a cello, and a piano,
and some good, clean ballroom
dancing. Maybe some champagne
to keep it classy.
Well ... that was far from the
scene at the Fairtield University
presidential mansion on Friday
night. I walked into the "nautical
themed" event and it made me sea
sick. I could hardly believe the lack
of self-control. The hormone level
was higher than a seventh grade
classroom at an all-boys school
- and that goes for both boys and
girls. The atmosphere was like
mating season at the watering
hole. People, three words: get a
room.
Most of the boys there looked
like an NFL coach after his team
just won the superbowl and had
an entire cooler of Gatorade
dumped on his head. It looked like
at some point in the night their
Ralph Lauren button downs were
actually buttoned and ties were
knotted. Really, gentlemen, I wish
you could comprehend that girls
would find you much more attractive if you were actually in control.
Note for next year: free deodorant samples are a must. The
smell was worse than sweaty gym
socks.
Now for the ladies. OK, I can't
lie. I am all for tight clothes, high
heels, and push-ups bras and I
fully embrace the "got it, flaunt it"
attitude. But, even I was surprised

by the attire. I don't know what
happened to dressing up. Most of
the girls dresses looked liked they
were from baby gap or had a rough
time in the dryer. Other girls were
representing the look that I like to
call the "Saran wrap dress," which
basically means it looked like they
wrapped themselves in Saran wrap
and added on some spiky 5 inch
heels and a VS Bombshell bra.
Also, what has happened to
dancing these days? I was just trying to dance and have a good time
with my friends. Before I knew it,
some dude came up behind me in
American flag pants and I looked
down to see scary hands wrapped
around my waist. I love the patriotism, dude, but get your hands off
me. I did not give you permission
to touch me. Boys, since when do
you think it is OK to just go up behind a girl without even asking?
And then, five minutes later, flag
pants strikes again on my friend
standing right next to me.
The Presidential Ball is an
event that has so much potential to
be fun if people didn't have to act
like wild animals being let loose
from a zoo. This dance is a chance
to get dressed up and go have great
night with your friends - not to get
completely three sheets to the wind
and starting grinding on poles or
half the student population.
I found a sweeter night returning to my apartment and
diving into a bowl of candy corn
M&M's and blasting some T-Swift
than hanging out with a bunch of
drunken sailors.
My advice for Prez Ball next
year is, simply: self control. Leave
room for the holy spirit. Goodbye
and goodnight.
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New Exhibit:

E Cements

Peace
The artwork of Marlene Siff
comes to the Walsh Art Gallery
in the Quick Center
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Tributes to many in a form like no other
between the lines of all the soldiers
who have died in the war in Afghanistan.
"[The art pieces] are expressed
through geometric shapes, colors, light, space, texture, edges and
movement each interplaying with
one another engaging the viewer to
participate," said Siff.
Siff uses the color white for
many of her pieces of art, especially sculptures, in order to create
a feeling of calmness and serenity,
unadorned and full of "infinite possibilities."
Siff was born and raised in the
Bronx and graduated from the eponymous High School of Music and Art
in New York, according to Siff's official website. She received her B.A.
in art at Hunter College, along with
being elected to the International
Honorary Art Fraternity.
"Marlene's work is magnificent,
and it's like that space [the Walsh
Art Gallery] was made to house her
pieces of work," said Kaplan. "The
black and whites are very interesting, but the pieces with colors stand
out. They make you want to go and
see them and think about them."

BY NICOLETTA RICHARDSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Walsh Art Gallery has
recently opened their new
seasonal art exhibit, which is
called "Elements of Peace" by Marlene Siff. Although new exhibits
come in and out of the gallery space
every semester, this collection is
anything but routine.
Siff's work has been showcased
throughout the United States and
abroad, from the U.S. Capitol build-

Marlene's work is
magnificent, and it's
like that space...was
made to house her
pieces of work.
- Christian Kaplan,
Quick Center Events
Manager
ing in Washington DC to Galerie
Musee in Nagoya, Japan.
She relates her art to the audience through depicting imagery of
personal events and psychological
issues, according to Siff's official
website.
"We are all confronted on a
daily basis with the fragmentation of
our non-linear lives, trying, as a puzzle, to make the pieces fit together to
make sense of it all," wrote Stiff in the
statement of her official website.
The Elements of Peace collection is no exception. According to
Siff, this exhibit pays respect to people all kinds of people who have been
affected by the war through creating
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Three-dimensional, multicolored artworks sit on pedestals and hang from the ceiling and walls of the Walsh
Gallery in Siff s new exhibit.
a space for "rest, retreat, connection,
reflection and identification."
"The thing about Marlene's
exhibit is that it's different from the
others," said Christian Kaplan, Quick
Center Events Manager. "From my

time.being here, I've seen six or
seven different types of exhibits in
the gallery, all very unique and very
good. But Marlene's three-dimensional works stand out to me and tell
their own story."

Kaplan specifically mentions
one piece of Siff's art standing out in
his mind, which is the Mixed Media
piece titled "Fallen Heroes/ Afghanistan" made in 2010. It is a depiction
of the American flag, with photos in

on
will be in the
Walsh Art
Gallery from now
through Dec. 2.
Admission isfree.
For gallery hours,
call the Quick
Center at
1-877-2787396.

Walking With Heart
BY COLLEEN SWEENEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Andrea Bushee/ Vie Mirror

"Walk With Heart" participants walked around campus to raise donations and awareness for sudden cardiac arrest.

What would you do if
you were playing a
game with your friend
and he suddenly collapsed because of sudden cardiac arrest?
According to the American Heart
Association, "nearly 383,000 outof-hospital sudden cardiac arrests
occur annually, and 88 percent of
cardiac arrests occur at home and
many victims appear healthy with
no known heart disease. [However] Sudden cardiac arrest is not
the same as a heart attack."
This happened to Pingry
student and Chatham resident
John Taylor Babbitt in St. Patrick's
Gymnasium while playing basketball with his friends. He possessed
an undiagnosed heart condition,
which unfortunately proved fatal.
On Sept. 29, students gathered to celebrate and honor Babbitt. The "Walk with Heart" event
included a leisurely walk through
campus and provided free food
and refreshments, T-shirts, and
information on sudden cardiac
arrest prevention and response

methods. Freshmen received FYE
credits for participating, but more
than just freshmen were there.
The participants enjoyed a
2.3-mile walk around campus,
passing all the spots where automated external defibrillator
[AEDs] were present. Organizer
Cathleen Keating '13 said, "There
are eight total AEDs on campus.
We had about 150 students participate which was great and it was
really a great success and I am so
happy with how it turned out."
With the $2,000 raised, they
hope to install at least two more
AEDs on campus.
Participant and former cofounder and treasurer as well as
recent graduate Patrick McCahill
said: "I was very happy to come
back and help support a great
cause for a great friend and see
the great progress that Cathy and
the other leaders have made with
the club."
Keating said, "I think it really made more students aware of
the risks of sudden cardiac arrest
and sudden cardiac death. Even
though I am a senior, I think the
club will continue having the walk

every fall and hopefully more students can participate each year,
so it grows into a campus-wise
awareness."
The John Taylor Babbitt
Foundation was formed to advocate sudden cardiac arrest prevention through legislation, walks
and fundraisers. According to the
foundation's website, they recently had their "legislation to increase
access, availability, and use of automated external defibrillators by
Good Samaritans in emergency
situations...signed into law by
Governor Chris Christie."
The foundation also focuses on teaching people ways to
prevent and respond to cardiac
emergencies. The American Heart
Association tells us that "failure to
act in a cardiac emergency can
lead to unnecessary deaths and
effective ... CPR provided immediately after sudden cardiac arrest
can ... triple a victim's chance of
survival."
These statistics support the
John Taylor Babbitt Foundation's
mission to raise awareness, by
showcasing one response to sudden cardiac arrest.
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Don't rain on the
Hot 8 Brass Band's parade
doing homework.
"Come on man, it's raining,
and we coming [sic] to make some
On Friday afternoon, the noise," said one of the band memrainy weather was noth- bers as everyone in the area took
ing short of dull at Fairfield notice of the band.
University. But in the Lower Level
"They're so lively," said Jordan
BCC, the atmosphere couldn't have Freeman '13 as the band continued
been more lively thanks to the Hot 8 to play. "I just think it's such a wonBrass Band surprising students with derful surprise on such a rainy day."
a 30-minute concert.
For the next 30 minutes, the
The Hot 8 brass band members band played their tunes for the surare originally from New Orleans, rounding audience in the campus
and
became
center.
As the
known nationband performed,
wide after HurFairfield students
ricane Katrina,
and
employees
according to the
started
running
band's official
on and off of the
website, since having a bad day, and dance floor that
was cleared in
then, they've this just made it so
been featured
//
front of the brass
on "CNN" and much better.
brand.
"Nightline," in
One particuthe New York
lar student, KathTimes and in
ryn Dennen '15,
Spike Lee's Kajumped right onto
trina documenthe dancefloor at
tary.
one point, dancing solo with enthuThe band was performing siasm as strong as the band behind
that night at the Quick Center, and her.
wanted to get the word out to stu"This is my favorite type of mudents in the afternoon. The eight sic," said Dennen after dancing. "I
men walked into the campus center was having a bad day, and this just.
around noon and starting warming made it so much better."
up while students sat in the chairs
Bennie Pete, one of the foundBY NICOLETTA RICHARDSON
ASSITANT NEWS EDITOR

ers of the brass band, talked about
how great it was that Dennen went
up to him after their performance
and told him that she really enjoyed
it, along with her feeling better
about her day.
When asked what he likes
about being in a brass band, Pete
said, "Just being able to play my instrument, people enjoying it...and

they can feel it. I have a good time
doing it."
Director Gary Wood, Assistant
Director Adrienne Bryant, and other
staff members of the Quick Center
helped set up the band in the Lower
Level BCC space, as well as support
the .performance that afternoon
and the one that was occurring that
night.

"We danced around to the
drum of students' interest," said
Wood. "They [the band] were fun,
had energy, and it's a good way to
take away stress."
"It was fun, exciting, there was
a lot of energy - it really makes you
want to dance," said Valentina Stefanidis, a Fairfield graduate who
was helping out with the event.

This is my favorite
type of music. I was

- Kathryn Dennen '15
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Despite the dreary weather, the Hot 8 Brass Band remained upbeat andijnergetic, surprising the students
in the Lower Level BCC with an impromptu concert.

Green Day embraces past
BY EVAN D'ABROSCA AND
ALEJANDRO ULLOA
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

"no!" is the first installment of Green
Day's upcoming
trilogy'entitled
Dgy*e
"jUno!, jDos!, jTre!"
The album gives the listener a first
look at what's to come from Green
Day and it is a breath of fresh air
from their old form of politically
charged lyrics and rock opera storylines. The punk rockers' ninth

album goes back to their roots, and
they write about relationships and
growing up. It is clear that the band
wanted to go back to writing and
have fun while doing so. At the first
listen one can hear the fun and energy that the band brings forward.
The opening track "Nuclear
Family" has a great guitar line and
immediately brings out the energy
that the band so desperately needed. The sound of the album differs
from their previous two rock-opera
albums "American Idiot" and "21st

Contributed Photo

Century Breakdown" because they
decided to scrap the big Marshall
amp sound and go back to using Fender amps, which provide
more of a "garage rock" feel to the
album. The sound of the album
is a straightforward pop punk record; very melodic lines filled with
angst and songs of growing old. Key
tracks like "Nuclear Family," "Stay
The Night" and "Carpe Diem" highlight the overall sound that band is
going for in this album.
"Kill the DJ" stands out
amongst the twelve tracks on the
album. The song talks about the
terrible state of music that the
world focuses on. The song is written ironically like a dance track.
Taking influence from bands like
the Arctic Monkeys, Green Day
shows their ability to still change
their sound while keeping the same
consistency that one would expect
from the punk rockers. Other tracks
like "Loss of Control" take influence
from Green Day's older material.
Front man Billie Joe Armstrong
sings: "I'd rather go to a funeral
than into this high school reunion."
This is taking a different direction
of growing up that Green Day isn't
known for. This album talks about
being an adult over a kid, trying to
make it in life as their 1994 record
"Dookie" is all about.
"Angel Blue" is one of the
tracks that stands out on the album
and it brings back feelings from the
band's younger days. During the

GREEN DAY
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Ke$ha
hits a sour note
BY JEANNINE NOCERA
STAFF WRITER

After this review, all I expect is that most of the
girls here on campus are
going to be in a rage and the bros
will also be confused as to why I
am not a fan of the new single by
Ke$ha.
"Die Young" is yet again another song telling everyone to go
out, party like there is no tomorrow, make sure you do not regret
a thing, and if you are in a relationship, you should not be at a
party with Ke$ha because she will
make you regret that decision.
This song, like all other Ke$ha
songs, has an extremely catchy
tune and a good beat, making this
song infectious.
Yet, Ke$ha proves yet again
that all she can do is talk, not sing,
in a five note range. It sounds like
almost every other Ke$ha hit that
has been played on the radio for
the past four years. I can't say that
one should not congratulate her
efforts on this song and the fact
that she tries to get people to go
out, have fun, be young and get
wild, but for some reason, as soon

as I started playing the song, my
boyfriend looked at me and said
"Please put the headphones on."
The very beginning of the
song sounded like the hit from
Flo-Rida "Good Feeling," which
proved that there was very little
creativity going into the song. The
entire time, it sounded like a DJ
was trying their hardest to sound
like Avicii or even Swedish House
Mafia, but all they could accomplish was hitting some buttons
that made a decent beat.
Overall, Ke$ha's new hit
went through my ears and out
of my mind. The single is just a
waste of talent, and these producers should be producing an
artist who can actually sing, not
just sing-talk and hit a good five
notes.
I'm not ashamed to say this
song is a must have at parties,
especially for townhouse-singalongs while everyone is on top
of the couches and tables—myself chiming in a few "lovely" and
simple lyrics.
But I would still rather be
listening to someone who does
have talent—not just someone
promoting partying and wild lifestyle.
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iPick, YouListen
BY JUSTIN BLUM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Hurt Me Soul"

"Shake It Ou

byLupe Fiasco

by Manchester Orchestra

Catchy and conscious, this song is proof that a
killer tune can still convey a social message. Laced
over a soulful, horn driven beat, the complexity of
Lupe's rhyme scheme is smoothed over by a cool
flow. This is the song to vibe to on the way to your
first class. It offers Lupe's narrative interpretation
of the world and its workings. Check out the rest
of the album "Food and Liqi|^ and his recently
released follow up, "Food and Liquor 2."

Raw and electric, this song stands apart from its
contemporaries in modern rock. Hull's powerful
voice is backed by a tight, guitar driven band. The
song builds and builds, then releases it's momentum all at once. The lyrics are on point, and match
the emotional intensity of the music. This entire album, "Mean Everything to Nothing," rocks
hard.

"Cherry Wine"

"Giant Steps"

by Nasft. Amy Winehouse

by John Coltrane
Here's my Jazz plug. Coltrane was a phenomenal
saxophonist. His unprecedented skill, some upbeat drums, and a groovy bass line blend to create a truly original song. Play it in the background
while you write a paper or clean your townhouse.
This song will make you make moves.

This is a newly released track from Nas' tenth studio album. It throws back to a younger version of
the legendary rapper. Aside from the chills given
when Amy's voice comes in for the hook, this song
is reminiscent of Nas' classic "Illmatic" flow. Still,
he's not hesitant to break out and try new styles.
Give this song a few good listens, and let the lyrical depth sink in.

Photo Illustration by Nicholas DlFazlo

Green Day
goes back
to roots for
newest
album

A new
spin on
Barone
staples

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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For a quick and healthy dinner in Barone, visit the stir fry station with this easy recipe.
BY DANICA CEBALLOS
NEWS EDITOR

• tomatoes
• mushrooms
• shredded cheese
• parmasan peppercorn dressing
• pepper

Are you bored of the plain
whole wheat pasta and
grilled chicken served in
Barone? Do you need an easy way
to incorporate more vegetables in
your diet? A litde experimenting at
the stir fry station can offer many
options that will make Barone dinners things to look forward to.
For a savory chicken and
pasta stir fry, follow these simple
directions and your taste buds will
leave you wanting more!

An important side note concerning serving sizes: Each person is
encouraged to experiment with
desired proportions. Some enjoy
more dressing for a litde extra flavor, while others get in all of their
vegetables by allowing these ingredients to take over. Try different portions for each item to decide which you like best.

Ingredients

Directions

•
•
•
•

grilled chicken
whole wheat pasta
spinach
onions

•

Begin by pouring a small
amount of oil into the frying
pan.

• Add the onions and spinach.
Let them simmer for a couple of
minutes. Be sure to stir the spinach to allow it to condense.
• Next, add bite-size pieces of
grilled chicken. In order to let
the flavor from the dressing
marinate, squeeze the desired
amount of parmesan peppercorn dressing onto the chicken
and let it cook for a minute.
• You are now ready to add the
vegetables. With this creation,
tomatoes
and
mushrooms
complement the flavor the best;
however, there are many other
vegetables that can be added to
allow you to create your personal zestful flavor.

• Now, pour the pasta into the
pan. As your creation begins to
look like a complete meal, add
more dressing if you choose,
marinating the vegetables and
pasta in the parmesan peppercorn.
•

Finally, add your choice of
cheese and sprinkle some pepper. It is important to do this
last because if you try to add
the cheese too early, the consistency could be ruined and you
will end up with a very interesting mush of food. Enjoy your
delectable and healthy stir fry
creation!

9

song, Armstrong belts out, "You're
a f***ing kid and no one ever gives
you a break" in attempt to make a
persuasive statement as part of the
overall theme of the album. A "life
slogan," if you will, that appeals to
the band's fanbase.
Other tracks that highlight the
album are "Troublemaker," "Rusty
James" and "Oh Love." These songs
show the different styles of music
as well as lyrics that encompass the
whole album.
A video was released on YouTube for their single "Oh Love,"
which reached over 4.1 million
views since its post in mid August.
"jUno!" deserves a listen and
will not disappoint anyone who is
a fan of Green Day's music. It even
carries the potential to gather new
fans, making this release a step in
the right direction for the veteran
punk rock band.
"jUno!" was released Sept. 25.
"jDos!" will be released Nov. 13, followed by "jTreT on Jan. 15, 2013.

The Vine
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The Fish That Ate the Whale
The story of one man's journey toward
the American Dream
BY ROBERT HAGSTROM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Mrpi| he Fish That Ate the

1

Whale: The Life and
Times of America's
Banana King" by Rich Cohen retells the story of one of the most
prominent figures of the 20th
century and his journey towards
success. This book reveals many
characteristics that fit the description of a man working towards his own idea of the "American Dream" by taking over one of
the most powerful fruit distributors in North America.
Samuel Zemurray is the
man who single-handedly overtook the company, United Fruit,
hence the name, "The Fish That
Ate the Whale."
Even
though
Zemurray
found success that would later
one day inspire others, he did not
travel down an easy road. This
book reveals the good and bad
in Zemurray. The book shows
Zemurray's refusal to take no for
an answer, an important trait for
those striving for success.
When Zemurrary was 14,
he found himself on American

shores with almost next to nothing. But by the end of his story, he
died one of the wealthiest men in
New Orleans and a prominent
figure in Central America.
Rich Cohen described him as
a man who wanted to know everything there is to know about the
banana business. By the end of
his career, Zemurray had worked
in every possible position in the
banana trade. He started out as a
fruit peddler and finished as the
front man of United Fruit.
He
challenged
Central
American governments that were
threatening his business. He
challenged competitors by driving them out of business, and he
didn't stop working until there
was nothing left to conquer.
It was this type of thinking,
the type that nobody else thought
possible, that benefited Zemurray in the long run. Throughout
his career, Zemurray modified
his thinking for different situations to help ensure continual
success of his banana project.
From the time he woke up in
the morning to when he would go
to sleep at night, he did not stop.
That's what makes this story so

incredible. In reading this book,
people can have rich ideas of
what it must have been like to be
Samuel Zemurray and lead the
life that he pursued in order to
find his own American Dream.
One of the reasons this is
such a remarkable story is that
like many other instances, Zemurrary's success was not guaranteed. He had the drive, the
guts, and the passion to take
risks, which in a nutshell, was the
foundation for his success. Even
though he knew what he was doing, everything could be ruined
at any moment depending on
the market, other companies trying to run him out of business,
or simply the fact that he just
couldn't ship his bananas out in
a timely manner. He took risks
because he knew that by doing
so, he could achieve profound
success.
Rich Cohen is known for his
extensive work in journalism including being an editor at Vanity Fair and Rolling Stone. He
has written seven books and has
emerged as a New York Times
best-selling author. His ability to
make writing flow in a fun, inspi-

Contributed Photo

rational way only helps enforce
the message he tries to send
people in his books. Cohen has
the unique ability to make his
characters and story come alive

in a way that allows his readers to
want more. Some of his top works
in addition to "The Fish That Ate
the Whale" include "Tough Jews"
and "Israel Is Real."

Law School Fair
Thursday, October 11,2012
12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Charles E Dolan School of Business
Dining Room
Meet admissions representatives from
law schools and learn all about their
application process.
St. Robert Bellarmine Pre-Law Society
Information Session at 12:15 p.m. - Thursday, October 11
Charles F. Dolan School of Business Dining Room

Learn about becoming a charter member!
Refreshments will be provided.

Questions? Call the Career Planning Center at
(203) 254-4-081 or e-mail cpc@foirfield.edu

§^
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Editor Loan Le »infogfairfieldmirror.com

Because we could all use a
little advice now and then...
the prime time of winter
finals. Do not let that be
I'm not a germaphobe you. You may not be as
lucky as me and have a
per se... but I definitely
nursing major as a roomdon't feel like getting sick
this semester. More so,
mate who is superb with
I'm scared of the famous
bedside manner.
college sickness (besides
You're out at a party
and there is some sort
STDS) Mononucleosis.
of juice in a punch
One of my friends has
bowl. One person dips
mono and I really don't
want to get it. How can I
in their solo cup.
prevent myself from getting Then another follows. More people
mono in college?
proceeded to take
Morbid about Mono
a cup full and then
the first comes
back for more. SaDear Morbid,
liva is now being
As a college student, intermingled
it is inevitable that you in the juice evwill get sick from your eryone gulps
peers. Living in such with joy
close quarters results in u n entire epidemics sweeping across campus.
But mono can be
prevented unlike the
common cold. So keep
using your antibacterial
soap, but that won't stop
mono from ruining your
life!
My sophomore year
I was struck down by
mononucleosis during
Dear Miss Anne,

knowing to the fact that this really cute girl or
they could potentially this really hot guy and
be infecting themselves you're like, 'shoot, I towith the virus. No dou- tally want to suck their
ble dipping, no sharing face.' But before you
drinks.
partake in such romanSo
you've
met tic activities, ask if they
are sick, or if they have
had mono.
If you are too shy or
self-conscious to ask, try
to look for the tell-tale
signs of the disease. Are
they more lethargic than
usual? Are they hot ...
as in feverish? Are they
constantly complaining
about being achy and
having a sore throat? No
they aren't being a pain.
They probably have
mono.
Then you should ask
yourself: is this person worth getting
sick over? I mean
you could get
creative with
saran wrap
but I
suggest

avoiding the situation
all together. Don't play
Russian roulette with
mono.
I hope I haven't increased your paranoia
but
increased
your
awareness as to the
multiple
possibilities
in which you can get
mono.
Always yours,
Miss Anne

Send your questions to
askmissanne@gmail. com
Disclaimer: This is column
is for entertainment purposes only. The author is a
student, not a therapist, and
the column is not intended to
take the place of professional
advice. The views expressed
are those of the author and
do not necessarily reflect the
views of The Mirror and its staff
members.
Anna Wolk '13 Columnist
Loan Le '14 Editor

WEEKLY CHESS PUZZLE
Last week's answers:
1. Ng5...Qa4
2.Qxf6+
Apologies for the misprint. Last week's
puzzle was not a "Mate in two" but a
"Win Material." After white's Knight is
on g5, black must defend the mate on a7
by moving the Queen to a4. This leaves
Black's Knight on f6 undefended.

White to Move and Mate in Two
Thought that was easy? Visit fuchess.org to get involved on
campus. Check back next week for the answer and another puzzle!
To learn to read chess notation, visit fuchess.org/notation
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THIS WEEK IN
WATCH OUT FOR FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

Fairfield Fan's
Guide To Basketball

What To Watch For
Wednesday - Field Hockey vs. Siena, 3 p.m.
Thursday- No games.
Friday- Women's Soccer vs. Niagara, 7 p.m.

+ Oct. 12: Red Sea Madness
Alumni Hall at 9 p.m.

Saturday- Men's Socce at Iona, 2 p.m.
Sunday- Cross Country at New England Championships.
Monday- Women's Tennis vs. USTA Invitational.

• Nov. 2: Men's Basketball vs Bridgeport
Webster Bank Area at 7 p.m.

+

Tuesday- Men's Golf at Connecticut Cup.

By The Numbers
2
3
72
Women's soc-

Nov. 7: Mirror B Section published

cer has opened
MAAC play 2-0
for the first time
since 2007 with a
win over Loyola
on Sunday.

+ Nov. 13: Women's Basketball vs Brown,
Alumni Hall at 7 p.m.

Check out Fairfield Mirror Sports for photos
from the athletic events on campus!

"We've never played with such heart and intensity. I'm
blown away at how hard they worked and how passionate
they were about the game," said Kane. "If we can continue
on that, then we're going to be in a very good position going forward."

PORTS 3x5

JEN CALHOUN
SPORTS EDITOR

MICHAEL
O'KEEFFE

TOM SHEA
ASSISTANT
SPORTS EDITOR

Men's Soccer's
Jordan Ayris
scored his third
goal of the 2012
season 72 minutes
into their game
against URI on
Saturday.

Quote of the Week

We're on Facebook!

Because they like to
talk... Sports.

Volleyball's
Camille Coffey
'15 had her third
double-double of
the season with 12
kills and 13 digs
on Sunday.

- Field Hockey Coach Jackie Kane

Your 2012-2013 3x5 Columnists
Jen Calhoun,Tom Shea
and Michael O'Keeffe

Scale of 1-10 how has
Women's soccer is 2-0 in
your first month back at MAAC for the first time
school been?
since '07. Impressed by
their achievement?

The Ryder Cup went to
Europe this weekend. Do
you see it as a European
victory or did the USA
lose it?

ell, between Baggage
parties at midnight with
my roommates and Zuniga and endless nights
in the Mirror office, it's
been a 10 out of 10 - if not
more.

The team hasn't played
on Lesstog Field for what
feels tike a year. Imagine
what they'll be able to
do in front of the home
crowd! Magic!

RoryMcIkoyis a little
leprechaun genius on the
course! He helped pull
some magic for Team
Europe, who found their
pot of gold at the end of
the last 18 holes!

What more can you want
from a first month? Setting my apartment on fire,
speaking in my American accent and seeing
red non-stop. Living the
dream.

The dynamics of this year's
team is the best I have
seen. Expecting big things
from women's soccer this
year, unbeaten season and
MAAC championship. 'Get
Used To It'

One write-up, nearly $200
worth in fines/parking
tickets, and an average of
3 hours of sleep a night.
Wouldn't trade it for the
world.

That's two more wins than
the Red Sox had in the last
month. However, the soccer
team has more talent in their
pinky than the lineup Bobby
V. throws out there every
night has. Keep it up, girls.

For the first time in history
the English were praying for
a German to sink something
- that being Kaymer's putt to
retain the cup! Gonna have
to wait 2 more years, USA...

U.S. really choked, but hats
off to the fans. That was the
rowdiest crowd for golf 1 Ve
seen since The Waterbury
Open (I hope people get
the classic Adam Sandier
reference).

HJSAFIKAHGKSJ HKJS
DGHAGDSFKGAHKJGAS
DHKLGASHKJGADSHKJIJGHDS. Thoughts?

where you're going with
that. Might I suggest that
you add in a beanie baby, a
deflbrillator, a rubber duck
and a poncho... then you'll
be in business.
Estoy de acuerdo, necesitas
pantalones cuando vas a
barone. No se pued a entrar
sin tus pantalones.

Yeah... well, you know,
that's ju.c t like, your
opinion, man. (And if you
get thai movie reference,
I greatly appreciate your
existence).

Columbus Day weekend is
finally here... What are your
plans for the long weekend?

eading back to Bristol tor
the weekend. Back to the
place where I get to see ESPN
from behind a big metal gate
... and my roommates are 20
minutes and 2 hours away.
But love seeing the family!:)
I heard there is a creepy
midget on campus coming to
creep on some sports teams.
I'll most probably be posting
his bail from jail for being too
creeepy.

Big thanks to the Mirror for
allowing me stay here over the
holiday break to cover the volleyball games... but, seriously,
I'm super pumped to see Reis
break the digs record tiiis
weekend *knocks on wooc
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This Week In Stag Country
BY JEANNINE NOCERA
STAFF WRITER

Men's Tennis

After the first round, the
Stags were 4-1 in singles and in
her first match, Sharissa Ryan'14
defeated NJIT's Carolina Zanott
followed by a third round victory
over Sacred Heart.
In the quarterfinal, Ryan defeated Quinnipiac and made her
way to the semifinals where she
won with a tiebreaker victory,
with the scores of 2-6, 7-6 (3),
10-3.
Senior Nikki Jackson went
1-1 and Victoria Pirrello '14 lost
to Quinnipiac in the second
round.
Juniors Sharissa Ryan and
Monica Yajima made it to the
semifinals where they lost to a
pair from Quinnipiac.
The team competes this
weekend in the USTA Invitational Oct. 6 to 8 in Flushing Meadows, N.Y.

This weekend, the Stags
traveled to Storrs to compete in
the UConn Invitational, against
six other schools.
Junior Bjorn Merinder won
his two first matches with a score
of 6-3, 6-0 against Quinnipiac
and followed it with a three-set
win against UConn with scores
of 7-6 (2), 4-6, and 10-8. Unfortunately after the great^yri, Merinder lost against a Bryant player
in the flight final.
Freshman Tyler Parks defeated Hartford in his first match,
but then lost to UConn in his second match of the day.
In doubles, the Stags came
out with a score of 1-3. Freshmen players Justin Ziccardi and
Women's Soccer
Tyler Parks won against Boston
University, yet lost their match
Not since 2007 has the
in the semifinals against Quin- women's soccer team played the
nipiac, resulting in'd draw; ■"
. MAAC opener with consecutive
In Flight 1 doubles, thepair wins. But the Stags chjajiged this
of Dennis Ziobinsky '14 and Re- year, defeating both Rider> and;
ece Breault '14 lost in their first Loyola in the past week.
round against Merrirnack, and
Their game against- Rider
fellow pairing of Breault and ended in a 1-0 victory.
Camerion Amyot '15 lost to BryJunior Carley; Beyar' took a
ant in their first match.
shot at the goal from 30 yards out
The men will play in the Co- which was blocked, yet reboundlumbia invitational this weekend ed by Jacquelyn Ley '14.
in New York City.
In their game against Loyola, both goals were scored in the
Women's Tennis
first half - the first from Ashley
Small '15 in the 16th minute with
The Stags competed in the an assist from Beyar.
The Greyhounds' goal in the
NJIT Invitational in a three-day
event starting on Friday after- 30th minute tied the game at one
noon.
a piece.

However, Erin Petterson '15
came in with her first collegiate
goal 67 seconds after the rebuttal
from the Greyhounds.
The game remained 2-1,
with Kathleen Early '15 saving
six shots in the second half.
Fairfield plays their first
game at home since Sept. 7 on
Friday, Oct. 5, against Niagara at
7 p.m.

Volleyball
The volleyball team's past
week was filled with games and
some victories.
The first game ended in a
win against Marist on Wednesday the 26th with a score of 3-0.
In their game against Rider
on Saturday Stags came out with
a 3-0 victory.
The most recent game was
against Loyola where the Stags
crushed the Greyhounds for
their third straight win.
Sophomore Camille Coffey
had an amazing game with 12
'kills and 13 digs, while Marilyn.
Peiz,er'T5 had tenof herT9 errpf^
less swings and Caitlin Stapleton
added a total of 9 kills.
The Stags trailed in their
second set 12-10 when Coffey
delivered two kills to tie the set
and Hayley Moyer '13 with her
serve allowed the Stags to come
ahead and win the set 25-15.
The Stags' next match is
against Siena College on Oct. 6 at
2 p.m. against Siena College followed by Marist on Oct. 7.

■

Volleyball comes together before a game in Alumni Hall this season. The team dynamics have been crucial in the success of the Stags thus far.

Cartoon Courtesy of Lisa Tkach/ Vie Mirror

Crystal Rodriguez/ Vie Mirror
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Stags fall in America East opener
BY TOM SHEA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In a game where goals
were, at times, hard to come
by, the Fairfield women's field
hockey team lost to conference foe New Hampshire
Wildcats 3-2 in double overtime on Friday.
After a 30-minute delay
due to weather, both teams
came out ready to play on defense. The Stags were able to
get off a number of shots in
the opening minutes, but stingy team defense and excellent play by New Hampshire
goalkeeper Carlie Tarbell kept
Fairfield off the board.
The
game
remained
scoreless until the 27-minute
mark, when Lindsey Hatch '15
scored on an assist from Hillary Fitts '14 for the first goal
of the game.
Fairfield maintained the

1-0 lead going into halftime,
and kept the Wildcats off the
board for a large part of the
second half as well, until New
Hampshire tied the score at

"We worked really
hard. Although it was a
loss, I think it s going to
make the redemption
that much sweeter."
- Lindsey Hatch '15

one with less than 15 minutes
to play.
Before the Stags could
blink an eye, New Hampshire
scored again, giving them the
2-1 lead with over 11 minutes
to play. Senior goalkeeper
Maddy Sposito continued to
play lights out for the rest of

the period, allowing Fairfield
to tie the game at 2 with a late
goal by Christy Starsinic, and
send the game into overtime.
In the overtime periods, it
was the battie between goalkeepers, as they matched each
other shot for shot, keeping
their teams alive.
After a scoreless first overtime, New Hampshire was
able to control a deflection by
Sposito and put it in the back
of the net for the 3-2 winner,
on a play that seemed to injure Sposito, keeping her from
the start on Sunday.
"Maddie was a rockstar in
the cage. Fifteen saves ... playing injured," said Head Coach
Jackie Kane. "I mean, unbelievable. She kept us in the
game."
The loss was the third in
four games for the Stags, who
had previously won 5 straight
and had an appearance in the
national rankings for a week,

^^^_^

at number 23.
"Overtime is a crapshoot.
We had fouls and people out.
When you're a man down ... it
makes a huge difference."
Coach Kane was high on
the team's defense overall for
the game, calling it "a whole
caliber above. It was really
quite outstanding."
With her goal in the first
half, Hatch now has five goals
on the season, second on the
team only to Felicitas Heinen's 10. She also assisted on
the only other goal scored by
the Stags on the day, her first
assist of the season.
"We just worked really
hard. Although it was a loss, I
think it's going to make the redemption that much sweeter
if we make it to the tournament, and [another] chance to
beat them," said Hatch.
Hatch went on to call the
game "a learning experience"
"We let in two goals that

we shouldn't have, but I just
think its good we worked hard
the whole way through [the
game]."
Fairfield then had a road
game on Sunday, a 3-1 defeat
at the hand of the Brown University Bears (see This Week in
Stag Country for details on the
game).
Going forward, the Stags
have five of their next six
games at home on University
Field, and three of their next
five against America East opponents. Their next game is
a'1 ridh^feonference game at
home against Siena on Oct. 3
at 3 p.m.
"We've never played with
such heart and intensity. I'm
blown away at how hard they
worked and how passionate
they were about the game,"
said Kane. "If we can continue
on that, then we're going to be
in a very good position going
forward."

Tom Shea/The Mirror

mnon. While Heinen was scoreless in the game, she is the leading scorer for the Stags this season.
Sophomore Felicitas Heinen in action against New Hampshire on Friday *»„,•

Bordonaro Makes Strides with Mariners
BY TOM SHEA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

As the calendar turns into
October, baseball season is
slowly coming to a close, but
the career of a former Stag is
just beginning.
The season for the Everett AquaSox, the class-A affiliate of the Seattle Mariners,
ended on Sept. 4, with the
team finishing with an 18-20
mark for the season. Mark
Bordonaro, the former Fairfield relief pitcher, played in

18 games for the AquaSox after being drafted in the 25tii
round of this year's MLB
First-Year Player Draft.
Bordonaro finished the
season with 20 strikeouts in
29.2 innings pitched. Overall,
he had a record of 3-4 with
a 5.76 ERA. His best month
came in July, where he featured a 3.76 ERA with a 2-1
record in the month, while
striking out 11 in just 9.1 innings.
Bordonaro said in an
interview in June that the
Mariners expect him to be
used as a sixth, seventh, or

eighth inning reliever, and
will look to continue his development in the coming
weeks and months. The fall
leagues are a common place
for prospects to go after the
season is done, and, for Bordonaro, it is a place where
he can match up against the
best and brightest prospects
throughout the Majors.
Bordonaro played in 65
career games over his three
years with the Stags, which is
second most all time. His 12
career saves are also good for
second all time in Fairfield
history.
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icUiin MAKING MOVI-S
Men's soccer's
standout transfer gears
up for MAAC play
BY JEN CALHOUN
SPORTS EDITOR

"Futbol is not a matter of life
or death. I assure you it's more
important than that."
This quote, tattooed onto
the arm of men's soccer's Reco
McLaren '14, represents the way
he lives his life and shows us
how he's accomplished so much
in his soccer career.
McLaren is a transfer from
Herkimer County Community
College, in Herkimer, N.Y., where
his accomplishments with the
Generals were plentiful.
In 2011, McLaren and the
Generals were Division III National Junior College Athletic
Association (NJCAA) Champions, and McLaren was named
player of the tournament.
He also ended the season
as Region III Player of the year
for Division III, Mountain Valley
Conference Player of the Year,
and as an Ail-American, as decided by the NJCAA.
It was the great technical
ability that got McLaren spotted
by Fairfield University's coaching staff in high school, when he
played for Central High School
in Bridgeport, Conn.
At the start of the 2012,
McLaren was in the starting 11
for the Stags, and has started every game since.
"It wasn't that much of a
process [fitting into the team].
I'm used to the playing style and
the high intensity," said McLaren. But for the smaller asw»

Photo Illustration by Jen Calhoun, Michael O'Keeffe and Jeannine Noccra/ Vie Mirror

Reco McLaren sits in the Stags' locker room. McLaren has been impressive in his first season with Fairfield.

mcu ne did need help adjusting
to, McLaren said that there were
people he found he could look
to.
"The senior leadership is
amazing on this team. The guidance from them really helped
me out a lot," McLaren said.
With the guidance and leadership of the Senior class, as well
as McLaren's outstanding skill
and speed, McLaren has propelled himself to a fantastic start
to the season and his Fairfield
University campaign.
Nine games into the season, McLaren has recorded two
goals, which is second on the
team, only to Jordan Ayris '15,
who has three goals. With the
help of Ayris and McLaren, the
Stags are currently 4-4-1, but
McLaren believes the team can
do better.
"I think we had a slow start

to the season, but we're slowly
building on it," McLaren said,
and he just might be right.
In Saturday night's game
against the University of Rhode
Island, the Stags defeated the
Rams 2-0, their biggest margin
of victory thus far this season.
Ayris tallied both of Fairfield's goals, the first of which
coming off of a pass by Jon Clements '14, over the heads of the
defense in the 51st minute. Ayris was still left with work to do
as he chipped the ball over the
keeper's head and into the back
of the net.
The second goal for the
Stags came 21 minutes later

"The senior leadership is amazing on
this team. The guidance from them really
helped me out a lot."
Reco McLaren '14
when Adam Cowen '13 got his
head onto the ball off of a corner
kick. The shot was saved by URI's
keeper Thomas Spenser, but the
ball fell to Ayris' feet, and he slid
the ball into the corner of the net
to make it 2-0.
While McLaren did not get
his name on the score sheet, he
is nevertheless a crucial factor
in the Stags' success. McLaren
nas incredible speed that allows
him to outrun most defenders, a
deft touch on the ball and good
awareness of where his fellow
players are.
Ahead of their redemption match against familiar foes
Brown University, the Stags were
looking for inspiration to forget
their last matchup. When the
Stags played the Bears in their
first game of the 2011 NCAA
Tournament, Brown came back
from a 2-0 defecit to V/in in the
last 10 minutes.
This time, the Stags improved, tying 19th raked Brown
0-0 on Tuesday night.
The Stags will finally open
up MAAC play at rivals Iona on
Oct. 6. McLaren and the Stags
will look to get off on a good foot
as they hope to keep the MAAC
Championship Trophy at Fairfield.

